Social distancing and
new Retail Experience models:
Enabling services and digital technologies
Digital Transformation for Shut-in Economy
Business Re-modelling
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The second phase – ”The Voice of Retailers”
In these months of lockdown and sacrifice, the
second phase does not seems to meet the needs
of shopkeepers and restaurateurs who has seen
fading their possibility of business recovery
They said they’re being "exasperated" by the
situation

As advisors, we have enough acknowledge about
our customers issues throughout several
industries (fashion, ho.re.ca., malls etc.).
We are therefore monitoring every single step,
analyzing the plenty of regulatory inputs - and the
socio-health guidelines - defined with an
unprecedented evolutionary frequency
In accordance to the path defined by Government
and Task Forces, we have arranged a kind of toolkit
to support the retail world with concrete solutions
to find out a possible way to top line resilience
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COVID-19 – Phase 2: potential risks for a lack of access control to retail stores
Without access control to retail stores, we may face 4 fundamental risks area:

Street accidents

No social distancing in queue

Disputes

Long queue in front of stores
and limited staging area
(sidewalk), along with the
presence of many cars on
streets could lead to high risk
of accidents

COVID-19 contagious
revamp

The lack of scheduled control
access systems could likely cause
poor experiences from a
psychological and physical
perspective and social distress:
this could impact consequently on
the respect on social distancing
in queue

Without a scheduled control access
system, disputes might arise due
to an impartial criteria for access
in the stores

As a consequence, without the
access control enabled by
booking systems to retail stores,
might lead to a revamp of the
COVID-19 contagious risks and
to another lockdown
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COVID-19 outbreak: key figures and impact on customers behaviour

Italian people are stil worried about Covid-19 outbreak and spending time away from home….
In Italy, the perceived level of threat hasn’t slowed down: the spread of the infection does not allow Italians to be optimistic,
and the outlook of Phase 2 remains uncertain
EVEN IF…

PEOPLE ARE STILL…
…the number of people stating it is
better to stay in lockdown is
decreasing (-20 b.p. compared to the
second week of March)

54%
54%

69%
80%

ITALY

c.a.

100%

Mar 1214

90%
80%

71%

70%
60%
50%

59%
49%

Mar 2528

40%
30%
20%
10%

Apr 2-4

…more worried about getting the
infection (either themselves or
family) rather than losing their jobs,
incomes or saving

…wearing face masks to protect
themselves from COVID-19 infection
(doubled if compared to the second
week of March)

Moreover, the percentage of people expecting to return
back to normality by June has drastically dropped from
71% to 49%, building on the belief that people will mostly
limit their daily movements still after lockdown ending

0%
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…Therefore their behaviour is changing towards a more experienced online channel…
A recent Statista survey covering attitudes to the coronavirus across various affected countries shows that we can expect an
increasing trend towards ordering goods online that consumers would usually buy in stores

2020 Trend
It is very likely that these changes will continue even when the
emergency will be subsided, because the attitude of consumers
to resort to e-commerce for their purchases is consolidating.
In the basic scenario, in 2020 in Italy the percentage of change in
revenues for e-commerce will be around 25%

New Adopters
The increase of e-commerce will be also possible thanks to the
new adopters: 75% of online purchaser seems to be new to ecommerce

70%

Percentage change in revenues

E-commerce growth
Due to the impossibility of going out of the house, because of
fear of the virus, consumption has found and revamped an old
ally: digital. From PC, from tablet, especially from mobile device,
the consumer has found the answer in e-commerce.

Industry experiencing an increase in revenues from e-commerce
due to impact of Coronavirus (COVID -19), in Italy in 2020

60%

55%

50%
40%
30%

26,30%

20%
10%
0%

Basic Scenario*
Basic Scenario*

Worst Scenario**
Worst Scenario**

*Basic scenario: the emergency will last until May 2020 and other two months will be
necessary to go back to the normality.
**Worst scenario: the emergency will last until December 2020 and other six months
will be necessary to go back to the normality. Additionally, there will be the complete
closing of borders among the European countries
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…Reshaping the retail paradigm: the moment of truth for the “Optichannel”
COVID-19 impacts are foreseen to enlarge consumer demand to the online channels. This may irreversibly change
customer behavior, as once people get into the habit of shopping online it is hard to get away from it. The Italian market
is then finally ready to embrace the Optichannel paradigm, reshaping the offer dynamics through a multi-channel
orchestration
PHYSICAL STORE

BEFORE

NOW

Experiential cornerstone where to:
• Take the adequate time while
shopping
• Enjoy multiple touchpoints with the
brand
• Look for diversion and get away from
indoor activities

Mandatory stop where to:
• Get products which, for multiple reasons,
cannot be bought online
• Spend as less time as possible to avoid
direct contact with people

Time & effort reducer, where to:
• Shop in a fast and immediate way
• Gathering the most information in the
littlest time
• Look for best prices

Unique channel for diversion
• Online channel is meant to (almost)
become independent from the physical one
(encompassing the entire commercial
funnel)
• Due to COVID-19 limitations, online
channels is the brand touchpoint where
consumers can spend most of their time

ONLINE CHANNEL
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New distresses in the Off-line experience
Customer’s concerns along the off-line journey
DON'T BE INFECTED

PRESERVE A LIFE SCHEDULING CHANCE

GET OFF FROM A “QUEUE LIFE”

LIVE A SOMEHOW PLEASANT EXPERIENCES

KPMG prescriptions
Operating Model innovation to support the
appealing of physical stores and direct relationship
with the customer (store loyalty)

A

Investments based on customers profiles and
the current omnichannel sales model

B

Personalized experience - every store visit
becomes a moment of "self-care" and
gratification

C

Minimize the risk of infection and at the same
time giving to the shop staff the right
motivation to face the critical situation

D

Activate continuous customer listening
processes to evolve service processes and
value proposition

E
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Offline Customer Journey & Pain Points
Need Awareness
Due to his/her new daily routine
influenced by social distancing, the
customer gains awareness about the
need to buy a new item to work

Store Access
The customer leaves the house and
waits in line for his/her turn to enter
the store, respecting the safety
distance

The risk of exposure applies to all retail chains,
experiential point or sector, including HoReCa

In-store Experience
The customer enters the store,
spends time exploring the different
aisles and examining the products.
Finally he/she purchases the ones/s
of interest

Return Home & Use
The customer unboxes the product
he/she purchased and starts using it

PAIN POINTS FOR THE CUSTOMER

1. Minimal purchasing impulse driven
by windows browsing

2. Long queues, personal time
wasting and exposure to
potential infection sources

3. Time constraints for meaningful
evaluation of products and contagious risk
with personnel and other people (e.g. in
store browsing, fitting and payment)

Higher sensitiveness to disservice
perception, causing complaints
Increased need of customer
support in case of issues
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The New PHYGITAL CUSTOMER JOURNEY: enabling solutions
“From
ElectronicsWorld
– You may be
interested in
SAMSUNG
DISPLAY! Check
out our new
promotion”

“Items
selected: 3
[click to see full
list]
Visit date: April
30th, 16.00
p.m.”

«Thank you for
visiting!
Do you need any
help? Please click
here
How did you like
the service? Click
here to share
your feedback”

Online engagement

Shopping Expedition Plan

In-store experience

Decision & Purchase

Use

The customer receives an
email or an alert by app which
raises his/her awareness of a
product he would like to buy
and browse the website
selecting the product/s he is
most interested in.

Then, he/she books via
app/website the visit to the
store

The customer checks-in into
the store and is shown the
products previously selected
and other for cross-selling
prepared and sanitized

The customer selects the
item/s he prefers the most and
ends his/her in-store shopping
experience by paying at the
cash point

The customer unboxes the
purchased products and asks
for online support in case of
troubles. Finally, he/she
receives a satisfaction survey
to complete online

SOLUTIONS

1

2

• User psychometric analytics
• Content optimization tool
• Product discovery AR/VR

• App/Website for Store Visit
Self-booking and Engagement

3

• Analytics based store layout
optimization

5

4

• Analytics based store
layout optimization

• Virtual assistant
• User-friendly Voice of Customer
• Product installation AR/VR
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New distresses in the On-line experience
Customer’s concerns along the on-line journey

EXPERIENTIAL PURCHASING CONSTRAINTS

WEB NETWORK AND CONNECTION
CAPABILITIES

DISTRIBUTION LEAD TIME

ACCESS TO SECURE ONLINE PAYMENT
APPLICATIONS

KPMG prescriptions
Focus on New customers, especially New Adopters
in the discovery and purchase phases

A

Enhance the experience by an “Augmented” role of
the e-commerce to entertain and inform the
customer

B

Optimize the Supply Chain, to grant an effective
fulfillment

C

Ease return policies, but balancing account channel
profitability

D

Leverage at best logistic partners to implement
new last-mile delivery options

E
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Online Customer Journey & Pain Points
Website screening

On-line Purchase

Order Fulfillment

Usage

The customer brows the retailer
website to gather as much
information as possible about the
brand and the value offer (products
and services)

The customer selects the product is
interested in and pays the bill on the
retailer’s website

The customer is informed about the
shipment of the product, which can be
tracked and delivered at home

After receiving the device at home, the
customer unboxes it and starts using it

PAIN POINTS FOR THE CUSTOMER

Complex interactions for non
digital-savvy people (in terms of
offer, product ranges, purchasing
modalities and delivery time slots)

Low visibility about product specifics
/ non-engaging product images
No indication of a specific delivery
time slot

Longer / not respected delivery
times (especially for upcoming sales
period)

Unclear procedures/customer
support for product return or repairing
Higher sensitiveness to disservice
perception, causing complaints on
social media and falls in brandreputation
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The New Online Customer Journey: enabling solutions
“Your order is
on its way, it
will be
delivered this
Wednesday at
9 0’clock
sharp”

“What
specifics do
you need
about
Samsung
Display?”

“Hello, do
you need
any help to
navigate the
website?”

“Hello, may
I support
you with
the return of
your
order?”

Website screening

On-line Purchase

Order Fulfillment

Usage

The customer brows the retailer
website to gather as much
information as possible relying on
chatbots and virtual assistants

The customer selects the product is
interested in and pays the bill on the
retailer’s website, always with the
support of the virtual assistant in case
of need

The customer is informed about the
shipment of the product, which can
be tracked and delivered at home

Finally, the customer installs and
configures the device. In case of
troubles, he can ask for support
through social media and other
possible channels

1

2

• Virtual assistant
• Content optimization tool
• Product discovery AR/VR

SOLUTIONS

• Virtual assistant
• Click & Collect Improvement
• Home Delivery Empowerment

3

• Click & Collect Improvement
• App/Website for Store Visit Selfbooking and Engagement
• Home Delivery Empowerment

4

• User-friendly Voice of Customer
• Virtual assistant
• Product installation AR/VR
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Online sales after Covid-19 boost alternative delivery modes
550%

FMCG sales by distribution
channel in Italy over the last
5 weeks of 2020
(Variation by value vs previous
year in the same period)

460%
433%

Click &
Collect

391%
357%

340%

262%

277%

282%

251%

259%

250%
205%
154%

174%
103%
86%

57%
68%
44%

41%

133%

109%
83%

60%

172%

102%

78%
48%

63%

68%

85%

69%

90%

122%

87%

Home Delivery

108%

72%

taking orders has no value if you are not able to
deliver; companies must adapt their structure to
© 2020 KPMG Advisory S.p.A, an Italian limited liability share capital company and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
survive
in IRI
theEcommerce
market
Source: Nielsen eCommerce tracking, total Italy online and offline
– Panel
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Both approaches must be adopted and
differentiated by Area/Store

Click & Collect and Home Delivery: a simple process for customers …
CLICK & COLLECT

STEP #1
Choose your
products then
add to cart

STEP #2

STEP #3

Choose click &
Once payment is
collect and then confirmed, an mail
select your
will be sent to your
preferred store or account providing
collection point
delivery details

STEP #4

Customer
Mobility

Proceed to
pick up order

HOME DELIVERY
STEP #1
Choose your
products then
add to cart

STEP #2

STEP #3

Choose home
Once payment is
delivery and then confirmed, an mail
select delivery
will be sent to your
window and insert account providing
your address
delivery details

STEP #4
Receive
courier with
your shopping
parcel at home
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Retailer
Mobility
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…. but taking an order it’s not enough to ensure a successful customer experience
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Most common mistakes and related causes …
Service level & Effectiveness
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
"Addressing Out-of-stock"

STOCK OUT
NO SAFETY STOCK

PICKING & PACKING
"Chasing an error-free picking"

INVENTORY vs
ASSORTMENT
ALIGNMENT
LEAD TIME
FROM PICKING LIST TO INVOICE

"Pursuing shorter lead times"

DELIVERY LEAD TIME
VISIBILITY
& DELIVERY MONITORING
PUNCTUALITY

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
SUPPLIERS DELAY

DISTRIBUTION

PICKING ERROR

RETURN & CLAIMS
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Supply chain complexity behind delivery services: focus areas
Head Office
Forecast to Plan

Supplier

Source to Produce

Factory

Order to delivery

Warehouse

Source to Contract

Requisition to Pay

Logistics

Control tower

Customer
Order to delivery

Plant & warehouse network design
Forecast to Plan
Source to Produce

Warehouse / Store to Fulfil

© 2020 KPMG Advisory S.p.A, an Italian limited liability share capital company and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Step #1: Plant & warehouse network re-design
E-COMMERCE DELIVERY MODES
FACTORY

CENTRAL LOGISTC HUB

FULFILLMENT CENTER

STORE / CUSTOMER

Flow 1: from factory to store and customer
(special products)
Flow 2: from hub to
store and customers
(direct shipment)

11-12
18-20
Metropolis
< 24k

18-20

Other cities
8-24-48 h

Flusso 3: from factory to
fulfillment center
18-20

Flow 4: from fulfillment
centers to customer
11-12
18-20

e-commerce delivery modes requires a RELOCATION AND EMPOWERMENT OF CENTRAL HUB
AND LOCAL FULFILLMENT CENTERS INTEGRATED WITH FINAL OPERATIONS
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Step #2: Conceptual logistic network model for food service and ho.re.ca
SUPPLIERS

GHOST KITCHEN AND
FULFILLMENT CENTERS

CENTRAL HUB

STORES & HO.RE.CA.

CONSUMERS

REGION

Ricette

METROPOLY

FRONT-END

SOURCE TO CENTRAL
WAREHOUSE

GHOST KITCHEN &
FULFILLMENT CENTERS

1

2

EFFICIENCY AND SERVICE LEVEL

Decoupling point

BACK-END

STORE AND HORECA
REPLENISHMENT

(in store, home delivery, click & collect)

3

4

DELIVERY

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE & FLEXIBILITY
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KPMG solutions framework to re-design logistic networks
INVENTORY MODEL

WAREHOUSE NETWORK

PICKING & PACKING

LAYOUT & AUTOMATION

DISTRIBUTION

DELIVERY MODE

DELIVERY TIME

DELIVERY AREAS

Central Warehouse

Manual

Home Delivery
(e-commerce)

Specific time
slot

Regional

Separated Fulfillment
centers

Semi-automated

Click & Collect
(e-commerce)

Undefined / On
demand

National

In-store

Fully automated

Store based

"Addressing Out-of-stock"

"Chasing an error-free picking"

IN / OUT SOURCING
PRODUCT MIX

PACKAGING
PERSONALIZATION

International

"Pursuing shorter lead times"

SERVICE MODEL (premium, standard, ..) & RE-CHARGE POLICY
DELIVERY TRACKING & TRACING
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Step #2: Solutions guideline to re-layout hub and fulfil ment centers
WAREHOUSE
SATURATION

WAREHOUSE LAYOUT

LOGISTIC
EQUIPMENT

High prevalence of dry SKUs
vs Fresh

5.610 m2 for Dry products, 600m2 for "Fresh", 234 m2 for Fruit &
Vegetables, a "Loading & Unloading" area and a "Parcel Preparation" area

High prevalence of shelves vs
roller table

DRY
FRESH
F&V

M2

2.113 5.610
425

600

42

234

TOTAL 2.580 6.750

LOADING AND UNLOADING
AREA

M2/
SKU

"FRUIT &
VEGETABLES"

2,7

SHELVES

M2

1.573

1.091

ROLLER
TABLE

540

54

TOTAL
DRY SKU

2.113

1.145

SCHELVES

"FRESH"

1,4

"FRESH" – USED BY
PENTA TRASPORTI

2.100

5,6

600

m2

m2

WAREHOUSE 2 –
"DRY"

1.610

m2

2,6
SHELVES
ROLLER
TABLES
WAREHOUSE 1 – "DRY"

4.000 m2

OFFICE

UTILIZATION RATE

#SKU

234 m2

RECEIPT AREA

#SKU

SHELVES :
ROLLER TABLE

20 : 1

2,6 M /SKU
2

Picking by item required a different configuration of warehouse
in terms of: utilization rate, equipment typology
© 2020 KPMG Advisory S.p.A, an Italian limited liability share capital company and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Step #3: Solutions guideline to re-layout stores
Home
delivery

Click & collect
in drive-through

INTERNAL WHS

Sanitizing area set-up

Shipping area organization

Pick-up area for click & collect
in drive-through mode

Picking area to enable customer click & collect
and store to home collection

Logistic partner to enable store to home
delivery
EXIT + ENTRANCE
CLICK & COLLECT

ENTRANCE
ONLY

© 2020 KPMG Advisory S.p.A, an Italian limited liability share capital company and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Step #4: Target operating model (middle and back end)
SUPPLIERS

INTERNAL PROCESS

DISTRIBUTION

LOGISTICS CONTROL TOWER

DIRECT SHIPMENT

ORDERS

ORDERS

SOURCING
STRATEGY

INBOUND LOGISTICS
&
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

DEMAND & STOCK
PLANNING

WAREHOUSE
MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION
PLANNING

PICKING AND
OUTBOUND
LOGISTICS

ORDER MANAGEMENT

RPOCUREMENT
& CONTRACT MGMT

TRANSIT POINT

FULFILLMENT CENTERS
MASS MARKET

Specialized 3PL
E-COMMERCE
Express Courier

END-TO-END COLLABORATION PLATFORM ALONG THE SUPPLY CHAIN
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PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

Step #5: Digital platform to streamline forecast to fulfil
DISTRIBUTION PLAN

LOGISTIC
PROVIDER
SMART
WAREHOUSE

LAST MILE
DELIVERY
TRACKING &
TRACING

SALES & CUSTOMERS
SCIENTISTS

HO.RE.CA AND
NORMAL TRADE
CLIENT
PROMOTIONS &
COMM.

REVERSE
FLOW

CUSTOMER DIGITAL
PLATFORM

CONSUMER
New

APP
B2C
MARKETING

DIGITAL
ORDERS

SALES & CUSTOMER
ANALYTICS TOOLS

DASHBOARDS

SALES REP.
SALES GOALS
CUSTOMER
INSIGHTS

LEAD
MANAGEMENT
MERCHANDISING
ADVISORY

TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
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Step #6: Cost to serve impact – KPMG Supply Chain Maturity Assessment (SCMA)

 New warehouse &
equipment

 Customer loyalty

 New digital tools

 Service & promotions

 E-commerce sales
competitiveness

 Process and service cost

 Safety & risk reduction

 More expensive transport

 Net working capital reduction

COST &
INVESTMENT

SALES &
MARGIN
COST TO
SERVE
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Step #7: Platform model to optimize “cost to serve” through logistics bundling
PRODUCERS

E-ordering

Deliveries

RETAILERS

Tracking &
tracing

DELIVERIES
BUNDLING

Delivery work in
progress
Product
documents

Delivery
assignment
Phisical flow

Delivery work in
progress

LOGISTIC & DIGITAL PLATFORM
(cross companies – producers / retailers)

Product
document

Repository
Claims

Customer
data

Order confirmation
& claims mgmt

Slot booking

Deliveries assignment
workflow

Delivery
confirmation

Proof of
delivery

END CUSTOMERS

LOGISTIC PROVIDER
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Where KPMG can help in Supply Chain
Supply Chain and inventory

Cash & WorkingCapital

•

End to end view of warehousing, transport, returns,
inventory and planning hotspots across the supply chain

•

•

Supply Chain maturity assessment

Understand operating cash cycles and how processes
and policies for Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable
and Inventory impact cash conversion (including
opportunities for indirect tax)

•

S&OP review and best practice process design

•

•

SKU ranging and rationalisation

Identify opportunities to release trapped cash and cleanse
the balance sheet

•

Cost-to-serve and product and channel profitability

•

•

Replenishment & Merchandising planning

Drive cultural behaviour within the organisation and
inform decisions

Logistics & Network Design

Decision Support and Analytics

•

Warehouse and Logistics optimisation

•

Product Information Management

•

Process & operational review of logistics

•

Order Management and Returns analytics

•

Dynamic routing and scheduling implementation

•

Assess appropriateness of existing MI & KPIs

•

Systems review and benchmarking

•

Introduce P&L accountability

•

Capacity review and modelling for peak period

•

Test robustness of commercial model

•

Strategic network modelling via third party software

Procurement

Technology

•

Focus on Cost, Cash, Consumption and Compliance
opportunities (“4 Cs”) to reduce GNFR and GFR spend

•

Identify where key operations can be supported and
enhanced by improved systems

•

Organisational design, skills assessment and gap analysis

•

•

Analysis of supplier contract terms and margins

Enhance IT governance to improve the quality of
technology processes

•

Procurement function maturity assessment and
benchmarking

•

Systems support: review of contract, support
arrangements and costs of the current system
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A Global KPMG Task force to respond to the Crisis for CONFIMPRESE associates
A Global Crisis Deserve a Global Response
The COVID-19 health emergency represents a global
unexperienced discontinuity in economic, social and
geopolitical terms. At this stage, the main priority is
the protection of human health.
But it looms also a very severe economic impact
following the "lockdown" imposed by the authorities.
KPMG is not immune to the dramatic circumstances
of the moment. We have converted all our operations
and thanks to "smart working" we are able to ensure
the continuity of our professional services. We are
determined to help the many industrial companies
part of the "Made in Italy" and we want to do it to the
best of our ability and with an authentic spirit of
service.
Our goal is to stand with entrepreneurs and
managers, keeping an open dialogue with them
and offering availability, skills and solutions, to
react together to the crisis.

A Panel of Global Experts…

Julio
Hernandez

Partner
Head of Customer
Advisory (US)

Rene
Vader

Partner
Head of Consumer
& Retail (France)

Paul
Martin

Partner
Head of Retail (UK)

Roberto
Giovannini

Partner
Head of Consumer &
Industrial Market

Alessandro
Manzo

Associate Partner
Business Consulting
Operations & Supply
Chain

Massimo
Curcio

Associate Partner
Business Consulting
Customer

…Jointly with Italian Experts
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Any Questions?
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Thank You
Massimo Curcio
Associate Partner, Management Consulting – Customer & Digital Transformation Advisory
KPMG Advisory S.p.A.
massimocurcio@kpmg.it
+39 3771621448

Alessandro Manzo
Associate Partner, Management Consulting – Supply Chain & Operations Advisory
KPMG Advisory S.p.A.
amanzo@kpmg.it
+39 3483080804
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